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Abstract 

Muslim International Law(MIL) emphasizes on the point of settling conflicts and issues 
with non-Muslims peacefully. In case of attack by non-Muslims, Muslim state is bound 
to repel the aggression accordance with ethics and manners of war.  It also allows and 
sometime bounds Muslims to wage war against aggressors in case of justified cause of 
war. Ethics of war (Jus in bello) is also recognized by International Humanitarian 
Law(IHL). The notion of some orientalists regarding MIL that it does not fulfil the 
need of 21th century is a misunderstood concept. According to CIL, there are two 
important aspects of war: The first one "Jus ad bellum", that discusses the validity and 
causes of war. The second one is "Jus in bello" which explains the modes and ethics of 
war. This article covers an analysis of the modes and ethics of war (Jus in bello) in MIL 
and IHL.  

This article instigates the view point of Muslim jurists regarding the ethics and manners 
of war. The preferred view point of Muslim jurists irrespective of their school of 
thought is considered as a general rule of MIL. The preferred view point of Muslim 
jurist is studied comparatively with the provision of IHL. 

This article sums up that MIL bounds Muslims state to invite non-Muslim belligerents 
to accept Islam. The cause of war is to be lawful and justice is to maintained during 
war at any cost. MIL also differentiate between the combatants and non-combatants. 
Non-combatants will not be killed while combatants will neither be burnt nor 
mutilated. Destruction of the combatants' property is strictly prohibited. MIL does 
not allow looting during war and this is the unique manner of MIL. Killing of prisoners 
and ambassadors is also prohibited. All kinds of perfidy are prohibited during war. 
Mismanagement and nosing is not allowed. Conversely, IHL also endorses all the 
above mentioned ethics and manners of war prescribed by MIL. 

Keywords: MIL, IHL, Combatants, Mutilation, Perfidy, Prisoners, Ambassadors   

 
Introduction  
Muslim International Law is based on divine sources; Holly Quran and Sunnah and it 
covers all aspects of human being. Islamic law deals all affairs of inhabitants of Muslim 
state. MIL deals the relationship between Muslim state and non-Muslim states. It also 
deals the relationship between Muslim state and group of individuals having power to 
challenge the writ of Muslim state.1 MIL considers that the relationship between Muslim 
and non-Muslims is peaceful while hostility is exception.2 According to MIL, the cause 
of war between Muslims and non-Muslims is aggression. Muslims are bound to repeal the 
aggression by force. This article examines that Muslims are assured to fight against the 
belligerents according to the ethics and manner of war. MIL for the first time in the 
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history of humanity, denies the concept of free hand or everything is allowed during war. 
It emphasized that the reward from almighty Allah is subjected to the code and conduct 
of war.3 In a situation of aggression by non-Muslims, they will be invited to Islam before 
starting war against them. Kāsānī  is of the view that Muslims are bound to invite non-
Muslims to the way of Allah even in the battle of war. Without inviting non-Muslims to 
Islam, participating in war for Muslims becomes not obligatory.4 While Shaybānī  is the 
view that it’s a matter of fairness for Muslims to invite non-Muslims to Islam before 
waging war against them. Furthermore, if non-Muslims are already invited to Islam, in 
such situation it will also be a matter of justice to offer them a choice of paying poll tax 
before starting war against them.5 This kind of manners of war are discussed in this article. 
On the other side, International Humanitarian Law also recognizes some manners of war 
in the form of Geneva conventions. The rules of the conventions are studied 
comparatively in this article to make it clear that the notion of some non-Muslim thinkers 
regarding MIL is based on misconception and misunderstanding.    
General principles of International Humanitarian Law   
IHL not only provides the guidelines for war but also enunciates the notion of taking 
every legal and illegal step as a warfare for defeating enemy.6 Some of the important 
principles of war are under: 
Observing humanity.  
IHL recognizes war as a fact based on unavoidability provided that the basic human rights 
and ethics must not be violated. According to the rules of IHL, killing of combatant 
during war would not be unlawful but in case of surrender, wounded combatants become 
disable to fight or “hors de combat” their killing will be illegal like people not participating 
in war.7 
Prisoners of war should not be killed  
According to the general rules of IHL, the wounded combatants "hors de combat" will not 
be killed. Although there is an exception to this rule of law if prisoners of war have 
committed a crime before or after of their arrest which amounts to killing. Geneva 
Convention 3 article 85 states, “Prisoners of war prosecuted under the laws of the 
Detaining Power for acts committed prior to capture shall retain, even if convicted, the 
benefits of the present Convention”8. In such situations, the judicial process must be 
fulfilled, and they will be given the opportunity for legal defense. Similarly, they will not 
be pressurized for any confession. According to article 99 of the Geneva Convention 3, 
“No moral or physical coercion may be exerted on a prisoner of war in order to induce 
him to admit himself guilty of the act of which he is accused. No prisoner of war may be 
convicted without having had an opportunity to present his defense and the assistance of 
a qualified advocate or counsel”9.  
Moreover, the prisoners of war may be given the penalty of death if they have committed 
crime which amounts to death punishment. Article 100 of the Geneva Convention 3 says 
in this regard;  
“Prisoners of war and the Protecting Powers shall be informed as soon as possible of the 
offences which are punishable by the death sentence under the laws of the Detaining 
Power. Other offences shall not thereafter be made punishable by the death penalty 
without the concurrence of the Power upon which the prisoners of war depend”.10 
Prisoners of war must be treated humanely 
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As earlier discussed that according to the rules of IHL, prisoners of war (POW) must not 
be killed. Likewise, POW must be treated based on humanity. During war combatants 
before their detention may be killed but after their arrest they must not be harmed and 
will be protected at every cost. Detaining state must treat POW humanly and must not 
act which causes harm to them.11 POW must be given due respect and honor with danger 
discrimination by the authority concerned.12 POW are also entitled to  free medical 
treatment and maintenance.13 
 Distinction between civilians and belligerents 
According to IHL rules, aliens and their territory must not be targeted during war. They 
must be attacked with reference to the army objectives. Military action should not disturb 
civilians, hospitals, schools, universities Markets, community centers and worship places. 
Attacking on places where the possibility of civilians exist will be considered unlawful14. 
Although, if a military action is become necessary against a such place where non-
combatants exits, in such situations army will try their best to avoid civilians and to 
minimize their loss. The loss in such attacks is called collateral damages.15 If the military 
action is necessary against a place where noncombatants exist in such cases the Principles 
of Proportionality will be observed.16 Such places can only be attacked in situations of 
self-defense.17 According to the 'Distinctive Rules', the use of weapons which have mass 
destructive effects or which basis unnecessary damage or needless pain even against 
military is unlawful.18 
International Court of Justice (ICJ) expressed its observations regarding the legality and 
illegality of nuclear weapons and considered that the use of nuclear weapons violates the 
rules and regulations of IHL. According ICJ, the important general prohibitions must be 
avoided during war are: 
Destruction of civilians' dwellings  
Indiscriminative attacks   
Unnecessary harm to aliens  
Harm to neutral state/s  
Spreading pollution 
Use of nuclear weapons 
No application of the "Rules of Proportionality" during war.19  
IHL does not allow any kind of revenge if a state aggresses against another state unless in 
self-defense to repeal the aggression. That is why the "Rule of Reciprocity" cannot be 
claimed on any ground in a situation war violating IHL rules by anyone of the nation 
states. Under the Rule of Reciprocity (ROR) all affairs of the nation states are governed. 
According to this rule of law all affairs of states are administered based on mutual 
obligations.20 Under IHL a state cannot attack on another state being pretending the rule 
of reciprocity like if one state attacks on civilians or on protected places like, Schools, 
Hospitals, universities then other state cannot justify its attack on civilians and the 
protected places of the aggressor state.21 The effected state is not allowed to take revenge 
from the aggressor state. Every individual involved in such war crimes will be held 
accountable under the rule of Individual Criminal Liability. 
 Individual Criminal Liability  
As discussed in the preceding lines that principle of reciprocity is not applicable due to 
“individual criminal liability” of IHL that holds individuals accountable to their war 
crimes.  IHL also accounts individuals liable to the fulfillment of ethical and legal 
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responsibilities during war. According to this rule of IHL individuals along with their 
states are held responsible for war crimes done during hostility. During war, the 
concerned military commander is responsible to implement the rules and regulations of 
IHL and to make ensure the prevention of breaching of Geneva Conventions. During 
war, if a military commander fails to perform in accordance with the rules and principles 
of IHL will be held answerable to the area under controlled.22 This rule of law is also 
applicable on all those subordinates who carry on the orders of a commander.23 The said 
rule of IHL instructs army soldiers who are participating in war to look into the legality 
of their commanders' orders issued to them, if any order abridges a rule of IHL then such 
order will not be obeyed otherwise the individuals involved will be punished for the 
crimes committed.24 In case if disobeying for subordinates during war becomes not 
possible due to a just reason/s of an order which breaches a rule of IHL, the "benefit of 
justifying position" will be awarded to such subordinates.25 The notion of “universal 
jurisdiction” means the culprits of crucial breaches of IHL may be punished by any nation 
states including non-party states to a conflict.26 It can be concluded that International Law 
is applicable only to nation states while IHL is applicable to nation states as well as 
individual combatants and non- combatants.  
 Discrimination of Combatants from non-combatants 
International Humanitarian Law discusses war and its subsequent conditions and provides 
the complete guidelines of war. IHL does not only discriminate between the combatants 
and non-combatants but determines the limits of using weapons of war to make the non-
combatants safe from the damages of war.  
According to the general rules of IHL, all civilians are protected they cannot be attacked 
in any situation.27 Article 13 of the additional protocol states in this regard:  
“The civilian population and individual civilians shall enjoy general protection against the 
dangerous arising from military portion. To give effect to this protection, the following 
rules shall be observed in all circumstances.  
The civilian population as such, as well as individual civilians, shall not be the object of 
attack. Acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among 
the civilian population are prohibited. 
Civilian shall enjoy the protection afforded by this part, unless and for such time they take 
a direct part in hostilities”.28 
The above article does not only give complete protection to civilians from military attacks 
but protects them from any terror. 
IHL rules and regulations not only protect the life of civilians but also protect the goods 
and services which are indispensable for the survival of civilians. Like keep civilians 
starving with food or water is a war crime about which article 14 of the additional 
protocol 1 states:  
“Starvation of civilians as a method of combat is prohibited. It is therefore prohibited to 
attack, destroy, remove or render useless, for that purpose objects indispensable to the 
survival of the civilian population, such as foodstuff, agriculture area for the production 
of foodstuff, crops, livestock, drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation 
works.”29 
 Exceptions to this rule of IHL  
According to the general rule of IHL, civilians will not be attacked. There are two 
situations in which civilians may also be attacked:  
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1-When they take part practically in war and get the status of combatants30. 
This situation is clear and according to the general rule of IHL under which civilians are 
considered non-combatants unless they take part in war conversely all military men are 
considered combatants unless they leave the battle field ("hors de combat"). According to 
IHL, there is not discrimination of gender and religion for a combatant.31  
2-If a military action becomes necessary on a place where non-combatants exhibits, in 
such situations army will not attack intentionally and directly on civilians but will try to 
avoid civilians' harm and will be tried to give them least loss. The loss in such attack are 
called collateral damages.32 If the military action becomes necessary on places where 
noncombatants exhibit in such cases the "Principles of Proportionality" will be 
applicable.33 
Hague Law plays a vital role in IHL because in the history of the West, for the first time 
in 1899, it was recognized that there should be some manners and ethics of war. Some 
rules were set to regularize the conduct of war.34 It could be said that the current Geneva 
Conventions regarding ethics and manners of war are the revised shape of The Hague 
Convention with a little bit amendments and addition.35 
Combatants according to Hague Law 1907. 
Hague Law is one of the sources of IHL. According to this law everyone will be 
considered combatant who fulfills the following conditions:  
Army soldiers under one command and control, 
Army soldiers in one uniform, 
Showing war weapons openly; and  
 Performing their military operation under the laws and customs of war.36 
These four conditions are also repeated in Geneva Convention 3 article 4 that 
differentiate combatants from non- combatants. Such person shall be given all the rights 
and privileges of the combatants if they are detained in any military operation and will be 
considered war prisoners under the IHL. There is exception to this law. This exception 
also includes those civilians who are attacked and detained during self-defense. 
 Exception to this rule of Hague Law 1907  
The rule of “levee en masse” is an exception to this rule of law which means taking up 
weapons by civilians to fight for making themselves and their children safe from the 
aggressors.37 According to this exception such civilians do not fight under a proper 
command and distinctive uniform or emblem will be considered combatants. They will 
avail all the rights of combatants.38 This article of The Hague Law is repeated by the 
Geneva convention 3.39 Both the laws focus on the civilians who take up guns suddenly 
and have no enough time to regulate themselves under a proper command and control. 
Such civilians must carry guns openly to avoid perfidy. Carrying arms openly does not 
mean carrying with in hands but it means they should not show themselves being non-
combatants otherwise it will amount to perfidy which is prohibited under International 
Humanitarian Law.40 On the other side MIL also recognizes some ethics and manners of 
war to be observed during war. 
 
Ethics of War in Muslim International Law  
The following ethics must be observed during war against aggressors. 
Objective of War 
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Islamic Law of War and Peace has changed the notion of people about war from getting 
property, obtaining the titles of bravery, securing national or tribal interests to the sole 
objective of establishing the writ of Allah on the earth. It recognizes war against the 
belligerents a matter of eternal reward.41  
Obliterating injustice 
Justice is the distinctive feature of Islamic Law which must be maintained at any cost. 
The conduct of Muslims in war with non-Muslims is monitored either by the Qur’ān and 
Sunnah which are the primary sources of Islamic Law. Even Allah orders Muslims 
categorically to avoid injustice with non-Muslim42.Under Islamic code of conduct the 
divine requirements are to be fulfilled even in war against non-Muslims. In both cases of 
aggression and defense, Muslims are supposed to observe the divine limits prescribed by 
the Qur’ān and Sunnah not minor act should not cause any oppression against non-
Muslims43. Similarly, Allah mentions Muslims with respect to a quality of maintaining 
justice and do not commit any act of injustice in taking their revenge from belligerents.44 
Moreover, Allah orders Muslims to fight against those people who fight with you but 
don’t be cruel because He does not like cruelty45. It becomes clear form the teachings of 
the Qur’ān that Muslims must maintained justice not only among themselves and with 
their friends but even with belligerents in war. The Prophet (peace be up him) fought 
against belligerents in the light of injunction of the verses of Qur’ān. The war 
methodology of the Prophet (peace be up him) during fighting with enemies of Islam was 
justified in accordance with the Qur’ān.46 
Discriminating combatants from noncombatants 
Muslim International  Law makes a distinction between those who practically participate 
in war against Muslim State and those who practically not.47 Non-combatant is a person 
who is not participating in war in person, nor facilitating it logistically by making 
arrangements for war with necessary materials and weapons, will be considered immune 
from being attacked by Muslim state. This rule of non- combatants is based on the Sunnah 
of the Prophet (peace be up him) about ensuring the safety of non- combatants like 
children, women, aged persons, the sick, the injured, the insane, the incapables and 
religious leaders. The Prophet (peace be upon him) has strictly forbidden killing of non- 
combatant women in war.48 Similarly, the Prophet (peace be up him) sent a message to 
the commander in chief Khalid RA about not of killing children and shepherds in war.49  
Shaybānī 's book"al-Siyar al-Saghī r" starts from the Hadith of the Prophet (peace be up 
him) that differentiates combatants from non-combatants. The Prophet (peace be up him) 
was used to remind Muslim Army-in-Chief about God consciousness and to be polite 
with Muslim soldiers, he would say: “Fight in the name of Allah and in the way of Allah; 
Fight only those who disbelieve in Allah (belligerents); do not misappropriate belligerents 
with cruelty and injustice50; don’t commit treachery51; don’t mutilate [the dead bodies of 
enemies]; and don’t kill a child”52. The Hadith explains the ethical aspects of war that 
must be kept up right in every situation. The first command of the Prophet (peace be up 
him) in the said Ḥadith changes the objectives of fighting. Before Islam, Arabs were 
fighting for gaining wealth, fame, and tribal empowerment53. The Prophet (peace be up 
him) refined Muslims soldiers to fight for the sack of Allah and in the way of Allah54. The 
wording of the Hadith “fight those who disbelieve in Allah” prima facie means killing of 
every disbeliever but the underpinning context of the Hadith only allow killing of the 
disbelievers who are aggressors and belligerents only not disbelievers by virtue of their 
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infidelity. The logic upon which this rule law is based; that if the first portion of the Hadith 
of the Prophet (peace be up him) is considered a general rule of law about the killing of 
infidels then the next portion of the Ḥadith  restricts it to the killing of non-Muslim 
belligerents only.55 
The rights of Combatants in Islam 
Islam is a religion that gives the rights to both combatants and noncombatants. Islam 
allows fight against non-Muslims belligerents with their rights during war which are to 
be observed in all situations .56 

No Blistering of Belligerents  
Muslim International Law does not allow belligerents to be burnt. Burning criminals and 
sinners is a punishment the only mandate of almighty Allah.57 Once Hazrat Ali RA 
punished criminals with fire. Hazrat Abbas RA said to him that this kind of punishment is 
forbidden by the Prophet (peace be up him).58 Once the Prophet (peace be up him) 
ordered the companions when he was sending them for fighting against some belligerents. 
He specified two men of the belligerents and advised for their burning as punishment but 
revelation came to him about the prohibition of human burning as a punishment. The 
Prophet (peace be up him) re-ordered his companions and forbade them from the burning 
of the criminals.59 From the above instructions of the Prophet (peace be up him) to his 
companions it becomes clear that the last order of the Prophet (peace be up him) was 
killing the belligerent not burning them. As a rule of law, none of the criminals will be 
punished with fire as a death penalty.60 
Looting is prohibited  
Generally, war was considered a game free of rules and ethics but Muslim International 
Law has restricted it to well defined principles and ethics. Now everything is not lawful 
in war but there are strict rules and regulations which are to be followed by Muslim army 
in all situations. Islamic law prohibits Muslims from any kind of looting in the Domain 
War61. When peace treaty was signed with the people of Khaybar, there were some new 
Muslims in Muslim army started looting the People of Khaybar. There was a Jew came 
to the Prophet (peace be up him) and said “O Muhammad! Is it (permissible) for you to 
slaughter our donkeys, eat our fruits and disrespect our women? The Prophet (peace be 
up him) annoyed and ordered Ibne ‘Awuf RA to announce, "paradise is only for believers 
and come to prayer". Then the Prophet (peace be up him) said that Allah has forbidden 
beating the women of the People of the Book and entering their houses and eating the 
fruit of the People of the Book without their permission.62 Similarly, the Prophet (peace 
be up him) ordered for the disposing of the cooked meat of goats when he knew that goats 
were snatched by the companion during war from the belligerents. He said looting and 
snatching is worse than un-slaughtered animal.63 Violating these rules and regulations set 
by Muslim International Law of war is punishable and are considered as war crimes.   
Destruction of the property is also prohibited  
The sole purpose of waging war under Muslim International Law is culminating 
persecution and restoring peace.64 War is not waged for destroying agriculture, green 
pastures, community centers, villages and cities of belligerents during war as was 
accustomed before Islam. Islam prohibits every kind of unnecessary encroachment of the 
property of belligerents. Muslim International Law discourages all kinds of mischief in 
the earth and promotes fairness65. In case of dire need, Muslim Army can infringe the 
property of belligerents as was ordered by the Prophet (peace be up him) to cut of the 
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palm trees of Banū Nazī r to block the passage of belligerents which Allah has rectified66. 
It can be concluded that any act which is necessary to be done as a war strategy will not 
be considered destruction or persecution.67 As a rule of law, destroying agriculture, trees 
and villages is strictly prohibited but Muslim army can infringe any property of 
belligerents as a war strategy or for their running usages. 
Mutilation is prohibited 
Muslim International Law also prohibits mutilation of the dead bodies of belligerents. 
When the Prophet (peace be up him) was used to send Muslim army, usually he was 
giving instruction to the commander-in-chief regarding not to mutilate belligerents' dead 
bodies.68 The Prophet (peace be up him) did not only prohibit the mutilation of human 
being but also prohibit the mutilation of animals.69 While the incident the tribe of 
‘Ūraynāh whom the Prophet (peace be up him) has punished exemplary.70 Imam Muslim 
has mentioned the Ḥadith  related to ‘Ūraynāh tribe in the book of retaliation(Qisās) and 
aggressors (Muḥārbī n). It seems that he considers the said punishment as either 
retaliation, aggression or apostasy. According to Sharbī nī , the punishment given by the 
Prophet (peace be up him) tribe of ‘Ūraynāh was the punishment of apostasy and they 
were not required to accept Islam because they did aggress against Muslim state. 
According to him if apostates do aggression they will not be given any time-period of 
three days for re-accepting Islam but will be executed at once.71  Actually the Prophet 
(peace be up him) neither punished anyone before the incident nor after the incident with 
such severe punishment. The said punishment was not the punishment of retaliation, 
aggression or apostasy but it was exceptional and an exemplary punishment given by the 
Prophet (peace be up him).72 According to Taḥāwi the punishment given by the Prophet 
(peace be up him) to the tribe of ‘Ūraynāh was before the revelation of the punishment 
of Muḥāribī n.73 The verse which specifies the punishment of Muḥāribī n repealed the 
punishment given the Prophet (peace be up him).74 According to Imam Sarakhsī   such 
severe punishment is repealed by the Prophet (peace be up him) by himself75. From the 
above explanation it becomes clear that the said punishment was given once and last by 
the Prophet (peace be up him) and it is repealed either by the punishment of Muḥāribī n 
or by the Prophet (peace be up him) or by both. The prohibition of mutilation is cleared 
under Muslim International Law. Under this rule of law every act against belligerents 
which accounts to disrespect to their dead bodies is considered unethical and disliked. 
According to Shaybānī  the heads of dead bodies if are to be cut off and be taken away is 
to be considered a kind of mutilation.76 Once the head of christen leader cut off during 
war and presented to Ḥazrat abū Bakar RA. He disapproved the act and said: we are 
neither from Persians nor from Romains who mutilate and disrespect dead bodies, and 
we are the followers of the Qur’ān and Sunnah which prohibits it.77 Islam commands of 
holding respect of belligerents' dead bodies. Islam also orders if someone is liable to be 
killed will be punished with death penalty of not a disrespectful manner and avoiding all 
means of torturing in killing a belligerent.78 
Killing of war prisoners 
According to general rule of Muslim International Law, killing of war prisoners is 
prohibited. They will be freed with or without consideration of ransom.79 The Prophet 
(peace be up him) has prohibited the killing of war prisoners chained in fitters.80 
According to Mawdūdī , there is an exception to this rule of law that is if a Muslim state 
thinks fit the killing a war prisoner even without any legal proceeding who is remained 
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involved in severe crime against Muslim state and if it is proved that if he is set free, he 
will be engaged in such crimes. He is of the view that the law is based on the precedent 
of the Prophet (peace be up him) about killing of ‘Uqbah bin abi Mu‘eī th one of prisoners 
of Bādār.81 According to Ḥassan RA and Ḥammad bin abi Sulaiman, Muslim state has only 
one option regarding war prisoners that is to take any consideration as ransom and make 
them free. They are of the view that war prisoners will not be killed because the cause of 
war which was the aggression by the belligerents remains ineffective after the conclusion 
of war.82 This rule of law is based on the verse no 4 of Sūrah Muhammad which orders 
Muslims to fight non-Muslims till war comes to an end.83 It means when the cause of war 
is concluded the killing of belligerents becomes illegal.  According to Shaybānī , Muslim 
state has two options regarding male war prisoners, either to kill them or release them in 
lieu of Ransom84. Sarakhsī  supports the validity of killing of male prisoners as the Prophet 
(peace be up him) did kill men capable of war of Banū Quraydhah. He is also of the view 
that the Prophet (peace be up him) had killed ‘Uqbah bin abi Mu‘eit the prisoner of Badr 
due to his involvement in war crimes against Muslim state. He is of the view that under 
Muslim International Law the blood of humans is either protected by Eiman or Amān 
awarded by Muslim state. In case of war prisoners, they are neither Muslims nor 
guaranteed aliens but are aggressors and their aggression does not come to end by their 
capturing. On their capture as prisoners they lose their capability of fighting against 
Muslim state if they were not captured by Muslim state they would continue their fight 
against Muslim state.85 According to him, the verse number four of  Sūrah Muhammad 
that gives two options regarding war prisoners is repealed by the verse no five of Sūrah 
al- Tawbah 86 that orders the killing of belligerents.87 The view point of Ḥassan RA and 
Ḥammad bin abi Sulaiman is stronger than Sarakhsī   they are of the view that if the verse 
no 4 of Sūrah Muhmmad is repealed by the verse no 5 of Sūrah al- Tawbah presents no 
solid reason for the abrogation of the said verse because accepting the view point of 
Sarakhsī    would bound Muslim state for killing all war prisoners. On the other hand, 
Sarakhsī   and Shaybānī  both are the view that Muslim state (Imam) has the authority to 
decide the killing or setting war prisoners free against their ransom, negates their first 
view about the abrogation of verse number four of Sūrah Muhammad by verse number 
five of Sūrah al- Tawbah .88 The third reason to this logic is that the verse number five of 
Sūrah al- Tawbah is revealed specially in case of the Pagans of Arab not common pagans 
because they had abridged the peace treat of Ḥudaybiyyah.  
Killing of Ambassadors 
Under the Muslim International Law, it is not valid to kill ambassador. This law is based 
on the Sunnah of the Prophet (peace be up him) that he did not give order for the killing 
of the ambassadors of Musaylmah Kadhāb instead of their misbehavior with the Prophet. 
The Prophet (peace be up him) told them if ambassadors were to be killed I would surely 
kill both of you.89 From the above precedent of the Prophet (peace be up him),  it can be 
concluded that ambassadors are completely protected under Muslim International Law 
until the contrary is proved against an ambassador.  According to Sarakhsī  , protection 
can be availed either by faith (Eī mān) or by guarantee (Amān).90 It means that Muslims 
are protected by virtue of their faith and ambassadors or others by Amān. According to 
Zaydān a contemporary scholar, ambassadors and traders are protected by custom and 
tradition of the nation states even they do not get proper Amān from Muslim state but 
they will be considered as protected. According to him, such people will be required to 
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furnish sufficient proof for their recognition as ambassadors or traders like letter of 
friendly state for an ambassador and goods or inventory for a trader.91 On the basis of the 
aforementioned precedent regarding the safety of ambassadors, Sarakhsī  also assumes 
them protected under Muslim International Law. He is of the view that anyone who 
claims being an ambassador will be protected by Muslim state unless the contrary is 
proved. Moreover, he is of the view that if an alien is found being claiming as ambassador 
in Muslim state, will be assumed as an ambassador on the condition of furnishing an 
appointment letter. Showing any fake document being an ambassador will declare him as 
captive of Muslim state.92 According to him, ambassadors' protection is important for 
maintaining peaceful or hostile relations among the nations states.93 According to Qaḍi 
Abū Yūsuf only sufficient proofs like an official appointment letter or gift from the 
friendly state will prove him as ambassador.94  Ambassadors avail complete immunity in 
Muslim stat. If an ambassador violates any rule of Islamic Law, his immunity and 
protection will not be terminated.95 Shaybānī  differentiates between the rights of Allah 
( Ḥaqqūllah) and the rights of humans ( Ḥaqqūl‘ābd). If an ambassador violates a right of 
Allah in Muslim state, court of Muslim state will have the jurisdiction of hearing the case 
but Ḥād Punishment will not be given to him if he is found guilty of violating Ḥudūd Laws 
except defamation (Qadhf) and Retaliation (Qisās). He may only be required to pay 
damages or compensations because he is living temporary in Muslim state and one who is 
not the citizen of Muslim state is not bound to follow the domestic Law of Muslim state. 
96 In case of violation of private rights, ambassadors will be held accountable by the court 
of Muslim state and will have dealt them in due course of law.97 
Treachery is Forbidden 
Muslim International Law is divinely supposed to observes fulfilling all the agreements, 
fledges and contracts done with aliens and non-aliens.98 Allah dislikes a conflict between 
the actions and fledges of believers and warns of grievous consequences in eternal life.99 
Allah emphasizes on the fulfillment of all agreements and contracts either they are 
between Allah and believers or among believers or between believers and non-believers. 
The Prophet (peace be up him) has also emphasized on the fulfillment of the agreement 
and ordered Muslims to refrain themselves from disloyalty with guaranteed persons. The 
Prophet (peace be up him) said anyone who shows disloyalty to a non-Muslim citizen and 
kills him, the killer will be deprived of Paradise100. This Hadith is not only for Muslim 
individuals but also applicable on Muslim state. Muslim state is supposed to avoid all kinds 
of perfidy with non-Muslim individuals and states.101 All Muslim jurists are unanimously 
agreed on a point that Muslim state must fulfill its pledges, agreements or contracts in all 
situations of war and peace at every cost. According to Shaybānī , if Muslim state feels 
any threat or danger to national security from the state with which Muslim state has signed 
an agreement of peace in such situation, Muslim state is still bound to fulfill its pledges 
and agreements and should avoid attack on the state. In such situation of danger before 
attacking on the conflicting state, Muslim state is required to communicate the formal 
dismissal of all agreements and treaties to the opponent state.102 Shaybānī 's this rule of 
law draws its authority from Surah al- Anfal verse number fifty-eight of the Qur’ān103. 
This verse of the Qur’ān indicates that if Muslim state fears of the treachery of alien state 
and the disloyalty to the agreement or contract of alien state endangers the national 
security Muslim state then Muslim state will announce the revoking of such peace treaty. 
The power of dismissal of treaty is given to Muslim state. The dismissal of the treaty will 
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be announced formally and publicly. Moreover, sufficient time will be given to the alien 
state for taking the precautionary measurements for safeguarding the public. Attacking 
on alien state without announcing the dismissal of the treaty or not giving them enough 
time for ensuring the public security will be considered perfidy in accordance to the 
Qur’ān.104 Sarakhsī  has referred to a precedent of Hazrat Mu‘āwiyah RA regarding the 
fulfillment of peace treaty with alien state105. From this precedent, Sarakhsī   concludes, 
that Muslims state must not violate its covenants with other states and must avoid explicit 
perfidy and should not involve in suspicious activities against the conflicting state which 
lead to perfidy.106.  
Mismanagement and Noising during War  
In pre-Islamic society, when Arabs were leaving for war, they used to block roads and 
terrify the travelers. Similarly, in pre- Islamic society, people were noising when they 
were fighting each other. Once the Prophet (peace be up him) was on the way to Jihād , 
someone complained about mismanagement and blockage of the roads by Muslim 
army107. The Prophet (peace be up him) took notice of the complaint and said, “Anyone 
who blocks the roads and loot people will lose the reward of Jihād .”108 The Prophet 
(peace be up him) advised Muslim army not to be dispersed on different trails during war 
because Satan does so.109 The Prophet (peace be up him) has trained Muslim army how 
to leave the habits of (Ignorance) Jahiliyyah for not disturbing the wayfarers. Under 
Muslim International Law when Muslims were allowed to fight against belligerents it was 
ordered to show firmness in war and be God conscious all the time.110 After the revelation 
of the command, once the companions of the Prophet (peace be up him) were 
remembering Allah with loud sound during war, the Prophet (peace be up him) ordered 
them to observe submission to Allah and do not make noise.111 This shows that Muslim 
International Law discourages noise during war.112 The Prophet (peace be up him) 
disapproved the uplifting sound in the three occasions, while reciting the Qur’ān, 
offering funeral prayer and fighting war against belligerents.113 According to Shaybānī , 
uplifting sounds by Muslim army during war is not absolutely disliked by the Prophet 
(peace be up him) but has left on the discretion of commander of Muslim army, If he 
thinks fit to raise sounds then it will be allowed otherwise raising sounds by the soldiers 
while passing through passages without the permission of the commander is disapproved. 
Reason to leaving it on the discretion of the commander of Muslim army is that sometimes 
uplifting sound may be dangerous which amounts indicating positioning and numbering 
of the army that may cause to defeat. Contrary to this logic, sometimes uplifting sound 
may be used as a rouse and need of the army, in such cases raising sounds and pronouncing 
war slogans are liked under the Muslim International Law.114 The discussion may be 
concluded that Muslim International Law has changed the war habit of Arabs of making 
noise. They were considering that making noise is a necessary part of war and that was 
easing their success against enemy. Muslim International Law not only banned making 
noise but also disapproved disturbing the non-combatants during war. The logic behind 
this rule of law is that Islam considers Jihād (fighting against belligerents) a kind of 
worshiping Allah like offering five-time prayers that demand a complete God 
consciousness and total submission while following the commander of Muslim army.  
Obeying the Commander of Muslim Army 
To administer war with all its parameter excellently, Islam has made it compulsory that 
it should be fought under the command of an expert and God conscious and pious 
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commander that is to avoid mismanagement and tyranny during war.115 Muslim 
International Law confines every action of Muslim army to the permission and discretion 
of its commander.116 It considers the obedience of the Muslim commander as the 
obedience of the messenger of Allah and disobeying the commander amounts to the 
disobedience of the messenger of Allah. The Prophet (peace be up him) considers 
commander as a custodian of Muslims.117 War conducted under full obedience of the 
commander of Muslim army with an attitude of God consciousness yields to eternal 
reward. Conversely any war in which Muslim commander is not followed will give no 
benefit in the eternal life although it is fought with all ethics and observing piety.118 In 
case of the disobedience to the Muslim commander during war, any public loss will be 
compensated by the Muslim state as Sarakhsī   has mentioned some precedents in which 
the effectees were compensated.119 Muslim commander is been equipped with multiple 
discretions in fighting war Jus in bello against belligerents, like awarding guaranty of peace 
and rectifying any act of individual soldiers.120  
 
CONCLUSION   
This article may be concluded as that Muslim International Law(MIL) emphasizes on the 
point of settling conflicts and issues with non-Muslims peacefully. In case of attack by 
non-Muslims, Muslim state is bound to repel the aggression accordance with ethics and 
manners of war. Ethics of war (Jus in bello) is also recognized by International 
Humanitarian Law(IHL). The notion of some orientalists regarding MIL that it does not 
fulfil the need of 21th century is a misunderstood concept. MIL bounds Muslims state to 
invite non-Muslim belligerents to accept Islam. The cause of war is to be lawful and 
justice is to maintained during war at any cost. MIL also differentiate between the 
combatants and non-combatants. Non-combatants will not be killed while combatants 
will neither be burnt nor mutilated. Destruction of the combatants' property is strictly 
prohibited. MIL does not allow looting during war and this is the unique manner of MIL. 
Killing of prisoners and ambassadors is also prohibited. All kinds of perfidy are prohibited 
during war. Mismanagement and nosing is not allowed. Conversely, IHL also endorses 
all the above mentioned ethics and manners of war prescribed by MIL. 
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